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Innovation. In our raw materials. In our solutions.

SUGGESTED STARTING FORMULATIONS

Need assistance in developing a custom solution?  
TriadaChem has a full-service lab that can collaborate 
with you and help you meet your cost, performance and 
environmental objectives! Click the HELP! icon and  
let us earn the right to invest in your success!

iDATA assist

PACKAGE & HANDLING

REGULATORY / TOX INFORMATION

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
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	Button 11: 
	Button 10: 
	Environment/Health & Safety text: • Non-flammable• Low VOC in finished formulations
	Product Description: Silicone/surfactant systemfor streak free, fingerprintresistant polishing
	Product Name: SCP  
	Cost/Performance text: • Polishes and protects in one step• Dries quickly to a durable finish - prevents   static build-up• Improved streak & smear profile vs traditional   silicone and mineral oil systems• Cost effective compared to traditional   formulations
	Uses & Applications - main text: • Stainless steel polish - liquid,  wipe, or aerosol• Multi-purpose metal polish• Furniture polish• Leather treatment• Fiberglass boat polish• Tire dressing
	Button 5: 
	Uses & Applications - bold text:   
	Suggested Formulation - 1: Stainless Steel Polish
	Suggested Formulation - 2: Leather and VinylPolish
	Suggested Formulation - 1 Dilution:   
	Suggested Formulation - 2 Dilution: (Use as is)
	Suggested Formulation - 1 Ingredients: SCP*...............................5 - 25%*Water...............................balancePreservative............................QS*It is recommended that aminimum of 15% SCP be used.Perfect for spray or wipeapplications.
	Suggested Formulation - 2 Ingredients: SCP*..............................15 - 25%Water...............................balancePreservative............................QSAdjust SCP to desired levelof polish.
	Suggested Formulation - 3: Furniture Polish
	Suggested Formulation - 3 Dilution:   
	Suggested Formulation - 3 Ingredients: SCP*..............................15 - 30%Water...............................balancePreservative............................QSFragrance*...........................0.2%* Test for stability
	Suggested Formulation - 4: Formulating Tips
	Suggested Formulation - 4 Dilution:   
	Suggested Formulation - 4 Ingredients: 1. Mix well before use!2. Must use a preservative!3. Blend fragrance with SCPbefore diluting. Test forstability of formulation.4. Do not apply too much shear in mixing as this can lead to the formation of insoluble “curdles”.
	Button 6: 
	Appearance: Thick, Milky Emulsion
	pH (Conc): 1.00 Typical
	Pour Point: 4.5 - 7.0
	Cloud Point:       
	Package & Handling text: SCP is available in: • 55 US gallon plastic drums (Net Wt. 425 lbs) • 5 US gallon pails (Net Wt. 40 lbs)Must be stored above 40°F (4.5°C) at all times
	Regulatory/Tox Information text: DOT/TDG Classification: Non-RegulatedREACH compliant
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	Product Spec 1: Appearance:Density @ 23ºC:pH (as is):Activity, %:
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	Icon 5: 
	1: 54 Typical
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